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"We are all connected"



What happens in a Reiki Healing Session?
When you receive Reiki healing, you lie fully clothed on a treatment 
table, and I usually wrap you in a blanket, I place my hands lightly on 
or just above your head, throat, torso and legs and feet.  I play  gentle 
music and burn candles and if you are ok with essences I burn an 
essence blend for relaxation.
You may feel heat, tingling, cold waves, short and sudden bursts of 
uncomfortable energy and restlessness, spasms in your limbs or you 
may fall into a deep sleep with active dreams and messages.
If you have an injury or area that needs extra attention then I will 
concentrate on that area for extra healing. 
Sometimes I do a chakra cleans and re-balance where I can see a 
clients aura is dull in some areas, or their chakras are not spinning 
and bright and clean.
I work with animals too and have had great success with dogs, cats 
and horses and chooks!

Will I feel the benefits?
The following are commonly reported benefits of Reiki practice.Although at this time the evidence for most of these 
benefits is anecdotal, there are research data showing Reiki treatment can be effective for relaxation, pain 
management, reduced anxiety, reduced depression and enhanced well-being, reduced side affects from RX meds and 
Chemotherapy, Support for substance abuse recovery, improved sleep, improved self esteem and greater self 
awareness.
 
Can Reiki support my health care?
Reiki energy work is safe and cannot interfere with any medical care you are receiving. Pamela Miles perhpas the most 
internationally renowned "Reiki in medicine' practitioner has given Reiki treatment to patients in the O.R. during surgery 
and to people in the infusion suite as they receive chemotherapy.
Are you taking prescription medications? Reiki practice is safe and the improvement you  experience might mean you 
need less medication or side affects of medicines reduce.
 
PLEASE NOTE REIKI IS NOT A CURE FOR ILLNESS AND YOU SHOULD NOT STOP TAKING YOUR PRESCRIPTIONS 
WITHOUT CONSULTING YOUR DR AND HEALTH CARE PROFESSIONALS. IF YOU WOULD LIKE ME TO PRESENT TO 
YOUR MEDICAL TEAM ABOUT THE COMPLEMENTARY BENEFITS OF REIKI IN CONJUNCTION WITH WESTERN 
MEDICINE, I WOULD BE HAPPY TO DO SO.

How quickly does it work?
Because Reiki practice is balancing at every level, it can help
 anyone who recieves a treatment or learns Reiki Level 1. 
If you are tired you'll feel energised, if you are anxious you'll
 feel serene, if you are overwhelmed you will discover a
 renewed clarity and purpose all by the end of the first session.
 With these subjective changes come the physical benefits of
 a slower heart rate, easier  and deeper breathing, clearer vision.
The first session usually brings improvement and the benefits
 grow with repeated sessions. In emergencies or during intensive care, patients often show benefit within a few 
minutes.
I can provide distance Reiki in emergencies where it's not practical to arrive in person ( not severe medical 
emergencies, only where there is overwhelm or a sprain etc ) if you have a medical emergency dial 000 immediately
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Still want to know more?
Research has found that each part of the body has a unique bio-magnetic reading, the heart has the strongest 
and has been measured to a distance of 15 feet.*
Scientists have discovered that healthy organs pulsate at their own unique frequency, one which is lost when 
they become unhealthy.
 
Hands also have a bio-magnetic field that can be measured. When tested, healers hands have been found to 
have a much stronger field than non-healers ( up to 1000 times stronger ! ) **
This is important when we realise that bio-magnetic fields can interact with each other. When a healers hands 
are placed next to a sick organ or body part, they actually help to bring the frequency of its bio-magnetic field 
back into a healthy range. This is one explanation of how Reiki heals.
 
I describe Reiki has a non-invasive healing method that helps balance and replenish the body's energy system 
by clearing energetic blockages, it enables energy to flow more freely from one part of the body to the next, and 
by replenishing energetically depleted areas it revitalises the energy system.
According clairvoyants Reiki comes through the Crown Chakra of the healer, goes into the heart Chakra and 
then out along the arms and into the recipient".
 
* Biomagnetic fields info from William Lee Rands articels, A scientific Explanation of Reiki Energy.
**Ibid p73 Setp A. KusakaC, NakazatoS, Detection of Extraordinary Large Bio-magnetic Field Strength from  
Human Hand.
 

A practical example :
Rub your hands together until you feel heat. Once hot, pull your hands about 5cm apart. Feel the heat that 
emanates from them. That heat is subtle energy. When we talk about subtle energy we are speaking 
specifically about the human energy system and the way in which this energy animates the body and reflects 
our spirit ( the non-tangible parts of us: emotions, feelings, though patterns etc).
A person trained in subtle-energy work can see, feel and perceive disease, negative mental patterns, emotional 
issues etc. It is important to understand that even though you may not see the energy, it can be experienced 
e.g. you know someone is happy and peacful by their light, open quality of their demeanor or that they are 
unhappy and perhaps trapped  in a situation or certain  behaviors by their negative demeanor  - WE ALL 
RECOGNISE SUBTLE ENERGY ON SOME LEVEL
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